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Efforts underway to make Björklunden sustainable
Isabel Dorn
Staff Writer

______________________

Lawrence’s campus at
Björklunden is expanding on
its Net Zero campaign, which
launched several years ago,
to improve its environmental sustainability. They aim to
fully erase the campus’s carbon
footprint.
Recent improvements to
Björklunden include reconditioning the campus’s wind turbine to maximize clean energy,
conducting a thermal scan of
the lodge to identify heat-loss
areas and installing LED lighting. High-efficiency boilers for
the radiant floor heating and
an updated HVAC system were
also added.

Tom McKenzie, the director of Björklunden, said that
more sustainability reforms
are still in the works. If fundraising is successful, he plans
to plug in a 217-kilowatt solar array and add geothermal
technology, which will further
alleviate energy demands from
heating. New research from
the geoscience department is
also helping people understand
the amount of carbon that the
Björklunden forest pulls out of
the atmosphere.
“All three of these technologies working together—
wind, solar and geothermal—
will offer a living-learning
laboratory for environmental
science, renewable energy and
carbon sequestration,” said
McKenzie.

According to McKenzie,
the first sustainability efforts
at Björklunden date back to the
1970s, when successive studies of the campus’s vegetation
and recommendations for protecting the unique ecosystem
emerged. Most of Björklunden’s 441-acre campus is
protected under a conservation agreement with the Door
County Land Trust.
In the mid-1990s, Lawrence students secured a grant
to install a wind turbine in
Björklunden, tapping into the
campus’s massive sustainable
energy resource and reducing
the demand for energy from
other sources.
McKenzie expressed gratitude for the donors who have
been supplying funds for the

sustainability efforts. In particular, he thanked the Paulson
family for their large donations, which he says played an
essential role in the Björklunden sustainability campaign.
He admitted that the crew
has encountered some setbacks
on Net Zero, including fluctuating costs, labor shortages,
supply chain issues and the difficulties of adopting new technology. However, he is confident that work is going in the
right direction.
“I’m very optimistic and
happy about how far this project has come and where it is
headed,” said McKenzie.
He affirmed that sustainability is central to society’s
overall well-being.
“I believe our survival,

our economic livelihood and
quality of life as humans on
this planet depend on reengineering our energy infrastructure to be more sustainable
and less dependent on burning
carbon-based fossil fuels,” said
McKenzie. “Björklunden offers
a tangible example of how to
do this. I welcome students,
the public and policy makers to
visit so they can see for themselves what is possible.”
McKenzie also hopes that
Björklunden can serve as a
model for a similar campaign
for Lawrence’s main Appleton
campus.
He urged students to
reach out to faculty and find
ways to participate in sustainability efforts at both Björklunden and the main campus. He

Photo of Tom McKenzie.
Photo taken from Lawrence website.

also encouraged students to get
involved with existing student
sustainability efforts, which
can be found on Lawrence’s
website.
Matthew Dalgleish, the
co-chair of LUCC Sustainability Committee, also expressed
his excitement for Net Zero.
Although LUCC Sustainability
is not directly involved in this
project, he looks forward to
seeing how Björklunden can
contribute to a broader culture
of sustainability at Lawrence.
“LUCC Sustainability is in
favor of any effort to reduce the
carbon footprint of Lawrence
University,” said Dalgleish.
“We believe this is a great project.”

Photo of the Björklunden campus.
Photo taken from Lawrence website.

Lawrence releases annual Safety and Security report
Lillian Biolo Thompson

it outlines different prevention methods in place
on campus. One of these
_______________________
procedures includes the
Interim Vice President for Student Life Chris online trainings required
for all incoming First-Years
Clarke sent an email to
and new employees with
the Lawrence community
topics including alcohol
which included the annual
and sexual violence. This
Safety and Security report
on Saturday, Oct. 1st, 2022. year Vetter said the campus
will also be starting an anThe report is published
nual training for students,
yearly in compliance with
faculty and staff.
the Jeanne Clery Disclosure
Vetter said the onof Campus Security Policy
and Campus Crime and line trainings are only one
Statistics Act (Clery Act). part of the Title IX offices’
programming,
including
This act requires colleges
events held throughout
to report their safety prothe year. So far this term
cedures and disclose crime
statistics for the campus. they have participated in
events such as the student
The report is compiled with
resources fair and hosted
information from campus
a Title IX expert, “The Title
incident reports, the AppleIX Guy.” The Title IX guy
ton Police Department and
had an event with the Stuthe Title IX Coordinator
dent Alliance Against Sexuwho is currently Allison
al Harassment and Assault
Vetter.
(SAASHA) on Tuesday,
The report has deOct. 11, 2022, where they
tailed information about
had a conversation about
safety policy and procesexual misconduct. Vetter
dures for the campus, and
said Lawrence is always
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trying to improve their programming.
The report then lists
the different sources of information for the report
such as athletic coaches,
deans and local law enforcement. The report has
crime statistics for the past
three years.
“Clery
data
are
“counted” based on when
the crimes are reported, not
when they occurred.” Vetter stated.
According to Vetter,
this means the data isn’t
always accurate of what occurred in the past year because old crimes could have
been reported that year.
Vetter said this makes it
hard to gauge differences in
crime rates over the years.
With all of the different information sources
it also lists the Clery geographic locations. Vetter
said campuses are required
to report crimes that happen in their geographical
space. So, if an arrest is
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made anywhere on campus property it has to be
included in the report even
if it was not perpetrated
by anyone in the Lawrence
community.
In 2021 there were
five reported cases of stalking. This was a rise from
the previous two years only
having one. Despite the
many trainings offered by
the University and the title
IX office there were nine
cases of sexual offences on
the Lawrence University
campus.
The report also includes the Annual Fire
Safety Report. Unlike the
security report this only
has the information for the
last year. In 2021 there was
only one fire in on-campus
student housing in Kohler
Hall. The fire safety report
also lists all the residence
halls and their meeting
places in case of a fire and
states that Lawrence works
closely with the Appleton
Fire Department.

The campus safety sign outside of Brokaw Hall.
Photo by Adam Fleischer.
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Wellness Center introducing new staff, policies and practices
Nathan Wall
News Editor

________________________

Lawrence’s Wellness Services has experienced a series
of changes over the past two
academic years. In previous
years, Lawrence students have
expressed concerns that Wellness Services is underfunded
and that the hours they can
get medical care are often inconvenient. Dean of Wellness
Services Richard Jazdzewski
addressed some concerns and
discussed efforts taking place
going forward to improve the
quality of Wellness Services.
Jazdzewski feels that Wellness Services is well supported
by the university, citing the
fact that the administration
approved their request to in-

crease staffing.
Jazdzewski said that
Wellness Services has a variety of systems in place to review and improve the quality of
care. A problem that Jazdzewski identified was an increasing
number of doctors’ appointments that were scheduled but
hat students didn’t show up to.
He commented that Wellness
Services is looking into educating students about the importance of cancelling appointments they can’t attend.
Since Lawrence is not currently experiencing high levels
of COVID-19 transmission,
Jazdzewski said that they have
been able to provide services
that they were unable to provide during the height of the
pandemic. Among the services
Jazdzewski mentioned were in-

person and telehealth sessions,
campus-provided
massages
and free personal training
for students. Jazdzewski also
mentioned the recent Mental
Health and Wellness Fair, held
on Wednesday, Oct. 12, and
groups such as the LGBTQ+
Support Group and Student
Grief Support.
One of the ways in which
Wellness Services has been
supporting counseling services,
according to Jazdzewski, is the
hiring of three new counselors
in the past two years. He commented that counselors Megan
Lyons and Vijay Krishnan were
hired last year, bringing their
staffing numbers up to six.
This year, Kady Piloto has been
hired as Lawrence’s seventh
counselor. Jazdzewski added
that they have hired an office

coordinator, Nicole Bauman,
who he called “fantastic,” and
two paid interns, who he said
are Lawrence students who engage in prevention, education
and public health initiatives.
Piloto commented that
she already feels like part of the
Lawrence community and that
she is grateful for the welcome
she received from students and
colleagues.
Jazdzewski
addressed
concerns students have expressed about medical care
being hard to access outside
of regular hours. He encouraged students who experience
health issues outside of regular
business hours to call 920-7382230, the nurse direct line. Jazdzewski said that the nurse direct line can analyze the level of
care a student needs and direct

them to the proper resources.
Jazdzewski also discussed
Lawrence’s readiness if another
COVID-19 outbreak happens.
He thanked Lawrentians for
following the Lawrence Campus Community Pledge and
added that Lawrence continues to provide masks and rapid
tests on request from Wellness
Services or Campus Safety.
“The University is prepared to adjust the mitigation
strategies as necessary to continue to ensure the health and
well-being of campus,” Jazdzewski said.
Jazdzewski added that
Wellness Services continues to
prioritize Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion. He commented that
Wellness Services works alongside the Committee on Diversity Affairs (CODA), the Stu-

dent Welfare Committee and
the Office of Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion (DEI) to ensure
that their practices are in line
with their anti-racism commitments. He added that Piloto
serves as a committee member in Office of DEI in order
to plan a series of community
conversations around issues
of race, racism and justice. He
added that Wellness Services
worked with the Office of DEI
in order to ensure equitable
programming at the Mental
Health and Wellness Fair, and
that Wellness Services hosted
a Feminist Self-Defense Class
on Wednesday, Oct. 26 and is
hosting a Healing Yoga class on
Saturday, Nov. 5.

Lawrence’s Wellness Center.
Photo by Yujie Shao.

Offices of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion and Institutional
Research announce new hires and initiatives
Nathan Wall
News Editor

________________________

Vice President for Diversity, Equity, Inclusion (DEI)
and Institutional Research (IR)
Eric Mayes has announced a
series of changes that are going
into effect during Fall Term and
that will go into effect in the
future, according to an email
sent to the Lawrence community on Wednesday, Oct. 12.
The changes include staffing
changes, the launching of the
LU Community Conversations
Series, a campus climate survey and the introduction of the
Peer Educators Program.
Lawrence’s
staffing
changes include the hiring
of Catherine Lockhart as Administrative Coordinator for
the Offices of DEI and IR and
Haley Perkins as Institutional

Research Fellow while Professor of Gender Studies Helen
Boyd Kramer has taken on the
role of Affinity Group Coordinator. Additionally, Title IX
Coordinator Allison Vetter has
announced her departure from
Lawrence, and Senior Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Fellow
for Title IX Malika Chatterji
will serve as Interim Title IX
Coordinator until Vetter’s replacement is found.
Vetter commented that
she is leaving for personal reasons unrelated to Lawrence.
Kramer said that her position was created to address the
fact that a lot of diversity programming at Lawrence existed
without institutional support.
As Affinity Coordinator, they
work with student-run diversity organizations, Employee
Resource Groups (ERGs) and
alumni. The ERGs are groups

that exist to support faculty
and staff from marginalized
backgrounds at Lawrence.
“The more we do things,
the more people realize what’s
missing too,” Kramer said.
“The ERGs are an important
part of that.”
Kramer added that before
their hiring, much of the work
of the ERGs was done on a volunteer basis. Going forward,
she hopes that the Department
of Human Resources (HR) will
play a part in this work.
Lawrence’s Community
Conversations Series is being
launched this year in order to
bring the Lawrence community
together to learn about and
work to solve the issues facing
the community and the nation.
The theme of this year’s talks
will be “Race, Racism and Justice” and the talks are open to
the public.

The series began on
Wednesday, Oct. 12, with a
talk from Assistant Professor
of Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies Chris Barcelos
from the University of Massachusetts Boston titled “What
Do Abortion Bans and Transphobia Have to Do with White
Supremacy? Everything.” The
talk was hosted in collaboration with the Ethnic Studies
Department and the Wellness
Center.
Lawrence is also running
a Campus Climate Survey,
which started on Monday, Oct.
24 to measure the sense of belonging on the Lawrence campus. If 300 people complete
the survey, the Department
of Institutional Research will
donate 50 cents per response
to the Student Food Pantry in
Memorial Hall. If the survey
receives more than 600 re-

sponses, $1 per response will
be donated.
Mayes added that the
donation was intended as an
incentive to encourage more
community members to complete the survey, but that they
plan on donating an amount of
money to the food pantry regardless of whether the goal of
300 participants is met.
Lawrence is also accepting applications for the Peer
Educators Program. According
to Mayes’s email, the purpose
of the program is to provide
students with an opportunity
to learn about and promote
DEI awareness on campus.
According to Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Fellow Nora
Robinson, those who sign up
for the program will be trained
on topics including anti-racism
and unconscious bias. What is
learned in those programs will

then be used to develop DEI
trainings and workshops for
various campus departments
and organizations. Robinson
added that some of these trainings and workshops will be
mandatory while others will be
able to be requested.
Robinson hopes that this
program will be able to deepen
the Lawrence community’s understanding of DEI while creating a safe space for people from
different backgrounds to share
their experiences.
“Creating this space will
allow Lawrence students to
think critically and reflectively
about their beliefs and perspectives while gaining cultural
awareness of those surrounding them,” Robinson said.
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Sean McLaughlin

Newcastle can qualify for the Champions League

Sports Editor

______________________________

A year ago, Newcastle had just
won their first league game of the season and sat 19th. This time around,
Eddie Howe’s side have lost just once
all season, have just beaten title challengers Tottenham Hotspur, and sit
fourth in the table above the likes of
Chelsea, Manchester United and Liverpool. This remarkable turnaround
follows their very public takeover by
new Saudi owners just under a year
ago. In that time, Steve Bruce left the
club to be replaced by current boss
Howe, and the club have a net spend
of over £100 million. The team is now
unrecognizable – and as a result, they
may just find themselves playing in
the Champions League next season.
It may seem a bit early to make
this call, but there is good reason to
believe I may not be being too hasty

Eli Wunderlich
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in my thoughts here. Newcastle has
the most points at this point in the
season in over a decade, and have
not exactly played an easy schedule
to date. Around a third of the way
through the season, they have played
Manchester City, Manchester United,
Liverpool and Tottenham: all members of the traditional top four, and
considered to be far superior squads
to Newcastle. Yet the Magpies have
taken five points from those games,
all of which were away matches.
They beat Tottenham convincingly
away this past weekend, stopped an
in-form United side from scoring in
a 0-0 draw at Old Trafford, scored
three and managed to secure a point
away against Manchester City and
their juggernaut of a striker in Erling
Haaland, and were extremely hard
done by at Anfield against Liverpool
as they were scored on in the 99th
minute of play after the referee had

indicated there would only be five
minutes of added time at the end of
the second half. They have also scored
three or more goals three times already this season, and have conceded
more than one goal on just two occasions in the league. These performances have left them with only the
one league loss, tied for the best such
record in the Premier League with
leaders Arsenal.
But perhaps the most impressive part of the coaching job Eddie
Howe has done is turn very mediocre players into great players.
Miguel Almiron has scored six Premier League goals so far this season,
including five in his last five games.
Prior to this season, he had a total of
nine in his entire career in England.
He looks reborn as a player, as does
Dan Burn. An unwanted piece of a
very porous Brighton and Hove Albion defense just two seasons ago, he

looks like one of the best defenders
in the league alongside his new partner, Sven Botman. And they aren’t
the only ones performing to a level
they’ve never hit before, either. Callum Wilson’s scoring rate is way up
on past seasons since he has been
given a manager with real attacking ambitions for the first time, Nick
Pope is imperious in goals and Bruno
Guimaraes looks unbeatable. The latter of the three played the Spurs midfield off the park on Saturday, only to
admit after the match that he hadn’t
slept in 72 hours as a result of the
birth of his son.
That’s the thing with this Newcastle team: there doesn’t seem to be
anything capable of shutting down
their confidence in their ability to
beat any team on any day. No matter the opponents, the conditions, or
the location, the entire atmosphere
around the club has done a complete

180 since Mike Ashley finally sold the
club last year. What this means is that
even on bad days, when the chances
just aren’t going in like they normally
do, this team can find a way to grind
out results. That is why I believe they
may shock the league and make it
into the Champions League for next
season. Guimaraes is still giving opponents nightmares despite not being able to sleep, Almiron has gone
supernova, Kieran Trippier is playing
like he’s in his prime again despite
being well into his 30s and the defense is the meanest in the land. And
on top of this, new superstar signing
Alexander Isak hasn’t even been able
to get fully going yet due to a string
of injuries. When he returns, everyone else in the league best lookout,
because the Magpies are in full flight.

burnout this season, evident by the
mere two players “on the bench” at
this match while the Scots were fresh
off of a win at Beloit College the day
prior. The first set began in a 2-2
tie, with Monmouth quickly pulling
ahead for an early lead. Lawrence’s
players had several good efforts to
catch up but were always at least six
points behind. The second set was
similar, starting with a 2-0 Lawrence
lead, which was promptly foiled by
the Scots scoring 12 consecutive
points. The Vikings managed to gain
some momentum back towards the
end of the set, but it wasn’t enough
to stop Monmouth from reaching the
25-point mark first. The final set saw

the Vikings with the early advantage
before the Scots pulled away with the
lead. Lawrence whittled Monmouth’s
advantage down to just three points
before the Scots scored another four
consecutive points and won the set.
On Saturday, the Lady Blues defeated Lawrence 25-15, 25-14 and 2521. Both teams were fresh off a loss,
with Illinois College losing to Lake
Forest the day before. They were tied
early into the first set, with the Lady
Blues beginning to pull away with the
lead about halfway through. The Vikings couldn’t shake Illinois’ momentum and ended up losing the set in a
10-point deficit. Lawrence started out
the second set strong with a three-

point lead. By the time the first timeout was called, the score was a 7-7
tie. Afterwards, the Vikings started to
lose steam and Illinois College pulled
ahead. The Lady Blues maintained
at least a six-point lead for the rest
of the set. The Vikings put up a good
fight in the third set, scoring the first
three points to secure an early lead.
As Illinois began to take the lead, the
Vikings had a surge that landed them
in a 14-14 tie. They were still neck-inneck at the end of the set, with a 2022 score. In the end, the Lady Blues
pulled ahead and Lawrence lost the
set in a four-point deficit.
Although both matches ended
in defeat, the Vikings still had some

standout moments and players. Gracie Pettit had five kills and an ace at
Friday’s match. Kylie Naylor had four
kills and two aces against Monmouth,
and four kills against Illinois. Callista
Lo had a total of eight kills and one
ace across both games. Mikayla Seymour had two kills and some memorable solo blocks. The player with the
most kills was Aliana Butler-Gray,
who had six kills on Friday and four
kills on Saturday, for a total of 10 kills
across both games.
The volleyball Vikings will
wrap up their season with a matches against Lake Forest College on
Wednesday, Oct. 26, and Cornell College on Friday, Oct. 28.

Volleyball falls short against conference competitors

Staff Writer

______________________________

Last weekend saw the women’s
volleyball team go up against Midwest Conference competitors Monmouth College and Illinois College at
the Alexander Gym. These matches
followed a 10-day stretch of no games
after their match against North Park
University, which was slated for
Tuesday, Oct. 18, was canceled. Unfortunately for the Vikings, they were
unable to shake their 18-game losing
streak as they ended up losing all sets
across both matches.
On Friday, the Scots defeated
Lawrence 25-14, 25-16 and 25-17.
The Vikings have faced injuries and

Eli Wunderlich
Staff Writer

______________________________

Men’s and women’s soccer had
a busy weekend as they hosted two
teams for three games at the Banta
Bowl on Saturday and Sunday. Both
teams also celebrated their senior
players with ceremonies before the
men’s game on Saturday and the
women’s game on Sunday. Overall,
there were mixed results for the Vikings, as the games ended in a loss, a
tie and a win.
The weekend kicked off with the
men’s team playing Midwest Conference competitor Cornell College on
Saturday at 11am. Before the game,
seniors Sean McLaughlin, Jack Morrissey, AJ Shanahan, Albert Zhang
and Mark Todd were honored. The
game started off rocky for the Vi-

Sean McLaughlin
Sports Editor

______________________________

It has been well publicized that
one of the greatest players of all time,
Cristiano Ronaldo, is unhappy at
Manchester United. Benched by new
manager Eric Ten Hag, Ronaldo has
been very open about the possibility of leaving the club in search of
game time as his career winds down.
In the summer he skipped United’s
preseason tour of America and publicly pushed to find a new club. In the
end, no one could afford his monster
wages, and in all honesty I’d bet on
him staying at Manchester United

Soccer celebrates senior players

kings, with the Rams scoring just under three minutes into the game, and
again at the 17:27 mark to cement
their early lead. This momentum was
broken when Cornell was whistled
for a handball, which led to Sean
McLaughlin scoring Lawrence’s first
goal on a penalty kick. After 20 more
minutes of intense play and another
Cornell goal, Jack Morrissey scored
again for the Vikings on a free kick
two minutes before the end of the
first half. The score at halftime was
3-2, with the Rams in the lead. The
second half started off strong for the
Vikings with Eamon Rougvie scoring his first career goal early on, with
Jack Morrissey on the assist. This tie
was maintained until the 66:01 mark
when Cornell scored their fourth goal
of the game. It was looking like a loss
for the Vikings until Konstantinos

Fardellas, assisted by Mark Todd,
scored with just 3.1 seconds left in the
game to bring the final score to a 4-4
tie. Another notable player was goalie
Nason Lancina, who stopped 10 shots
during the course of the game.
The women’s team played Cornell College on Saturday as well,
with the game starting at 1:30pm.
Although the Vikings had a large advantage in possession and fired off
a total of 19 shots against the Rams,
they were unable to score throughout
the game. Cornell scored twice in the
second half, at the 48:50 and 89:33
marks, securing a Midwest Conference victory.
The Vikings had better luck at
their senior day game against the
non-conference Mount Mary University on Sunday. Seniors Charlotte
Linebarger, Samantha Tolu and Sar-

ah Yochem were honored before the
match and dominated play during it.
Makenzy Dreher scored the first goal
for Lawrence early on in the game,
assisted by Erica Grube. Samantha
Tolu then achieved a hat-trick in
under eleven minutes, scoring at the
13:19, 21:46 and 23:46 marks, the
first of which was a penalty kick with
the last two assisted by Madi Jones
and Erica Grube respectively. Lawrence continued to rack up the points
with Kaitlyn Khazen scoring at the
30:29 mark with Natalie Linebarger
on the assist, and defender Charlotte
Linebarger’s first career goal assisted
by Natalie Linebarger and Sophia
Morin at the 43:33 mark, which led to
a six-point lead over the Blue Angels
after the first half. The second half
saw Sarah Yochem, longtime goalie
for the Vikings, play in the field and

score her first career goal less than
three minutes in, with Samantha
Tolu and Makenzy Dreher on the assist. Kaitlyn Khazen, assisted by Sydney Allen, scored her second goal of
the game 16 minutes into the half. Erica Grube, assisted by Kaitlyn Khazen
and Jaicey Stanich, scored her first
career goal at the 71:07 mark, securing the Vikings’ sweeping 9-0 victory
over Mount Mary.
The next week will see both
teams face off against Beloit College
and Monmouth College for a spot in
the Midwest Conference championships. The women’s and men’s teams
will play Beloit on Wednesday, Oct.
26 and Thursday, Oct. 27, respectively, and both teams will play Monmouth on Saturday, Oct. 29.

until his contract runs out in the
summer. But I still think it would be
interesting to take a look at some of
the super clubs he was linked with
this summer and ask, how would
Ronaldo fit?
Among the rumors that I actually thought made some sense this
summer was that which linked Ronaldo as a replacement for the outgoing Robert Lewandowski at Bayern
Munich. Granted, Bayern could never afford his almost half-a-million
pounds a week wages, but in some
respects this move would have made
sense. Lewandowski is a highly prolific striker, and so is Ronaldo when he

plays; to some degree it would have
been a like-for-like replacement situation for the German club. However,
there is more to the move than just
positional play and statistics. Manager Julian Nagelsman plays a very
physically intense style that Ronaldo
is well known to be incompatible
with, especially at 37. He is a luxury
player; he does no work off the ball,
but will score bucket loads of goals if
you give it to him in the box. That lack
of effort would not fly in the intense
style Nagelsman drives into his players, let alone the league as a whole.
The German Bundesliga is known for
being a very fast-paced, end-to-end

division that suits young, athletic
players. While still very athletic, Ronaldo is far from young and has way
too many miles in his legs to play at
the necessary pace across an entire
season as Lewandowski did for Bayern for the last eight seasons. Money
aside, this transfer is still a big no.
As a Chelsea fan, you’d think I’d
be ecstatic at the prospect of having
an all-time great play for my club-but
you’d be very wrong. Chelsea present
many of the same issues Bayern do in
how they stack up as a potential suitor
for Ronaldo. At the time of the rumor
in August, Chelsea also had a pressthemed, high paced system in place

under another German, Thomas
Tuchel. His system, like Nagelsman’s,
requires a lot of defensive running
that Ronaldo cannot provide, as well
as a very fluid attacking setup that is
not designed to flatter a classic striker
like Ronaldo. At this point in his career, he is a penalty box poacher. But
one cannot have success playing that
way in a system designed to confuse
defenses with constant interchange of
players across the front line. For this
reason, Chelsea is another no.
Right off the bat, this one is a
no because of Ronaldo’s history with
Real Madrid, Atlético’s arch rivals. He

The 2022 Ronaldo saga

See page 8
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Living Water

Pen and Ink

By Mikayla Henry

By Quinn Vincent

Once we had an assignment in our poetry class to analyze a piece
of art and write a poem that featured different perspectives regarding
the piece. This could vary from the point of view of the work itself, the
creator, the museum curator, etc. I decided to analyze “Scribe Medicine
Trail” first from the perspective of a museum curator trying to analyze the
piece and then from the perspective of the creator of the piece.
Right and Left
Look right to
left, I say. Notice how
the obsidian oil
saturates the panels, hugging every
groove and niche as it
slithers across like a serpent. You can read
the panel as well as I ---“Scribe Medicine
Trail,” it whispers --- but
how do I explain the message I
didn’t imagine I’d have to tell?
An absurd game of
telephone, the meaning slipping away
over time. I know it as intimately
as its God, but I’m the misguided
prophet, blindly spreading a message I
don’t understand.
Look left to
right, I say. Beyond that,
I lose the words.
I’m a God at a loss, looking at his own design,
despite having the pattern stained into my skull.
Do I want you to see the serpent as it stretches
towards escape, the cells and scales as intricate as
lace? Or did I design a trail that has been
trampled on, while others overlap, overgrown
over time? Is there a hidden story that slithers
across the panel, a beginning and
end, as you look left to
right?

I ...

By Jamie Haak
I…
I love you
Something that he never go to say
Faded to fast
To faraway
She will always love you
every chapter

She never really moved
Held stationary on that beach tide
coming in
Washing over his footsteps
Every memory of him washed from
this universe
Only still within her mind

Guardian
By Enna Krnecin

Mimi's Comic
By Mimi Condon

Vormir
By Isabel Dorn
Hands slipping, sweat dripping
How long can we hold on before
we lose what we’ve been
given?
Every storm that hit the shore, we
endured
Burning shoulders, almost over
It started so well, but we’re only
getting older
Through arguments and happy
times, you were mine
We were built to break and born
to die
The seconds keep ticking till I
lose you for good
Heads underwater, but God
knows I tried
I’m so sorry, love, I did all that I
could
Tell me, why does falling feel like
a release?
Tell me, why does losing feel like
relief?
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Embrace the Change
By Niranjana Mittal
Have you ever had an adventure so unbelievable it changed the
way you see life? Either way, let
me tell you a story about a little
squirrel whose world turned upside
down after one big move.
This squirrel did exactly the
same things, day in and day out.
One could say she was more like a
groundhog! Her day started with
breakfast which gave her enough
energy to roam around the luscious
green grass that had just been
freshly cut. She absolutely loved
the feeling and refreshing scent of
cut grass, because it meant that she
had a brand new week ahead. After
she took in the bright morning
sunshine, she spent the day darting
around her favorite bush, finding
new friends to talk to, and searching for her next meal. You may be
wondering how this squirrel never
got bored following this same routine every single day - it’s because
she thrived on it. This is why one
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By Renee Iris Bernal

day, when she decided to change
course and migrate to a completely
new huge park, her life was forever
changed. She had to learn how
to find the best acorns and berries all over again, and she had to
spend time searching for her fellow
squirrels. This scared her, a lot.
However, this change made her
more curious, more optimistic, and
perhaps even more spontaneous.
She found new squirrel friends who
helped her settle down, she started
to appreciate the new species of
plants and animals which surrounded her, and felt inclined to
learn about them as best she could.
She didn’t forget about her previous park at all, she still loved it and
missed it very much, but she was
able to create a new future which
added new experiences to her life
and taught her important lessons.
If there is anything to learn from
this little squirrel, embrace the
change.

Orange Days, During An
Orange Season
By Meridian Ondrejka

Halloween is a lovely time of year
until you find yourself the
Jack-O-Lantern
hollowed out
just sitting there
putting on a smile

don't want to be a bore
juice running
like tears
down cheeks of
orange
you'll have your night
your big claim to fame
soon

lit from the inside
through outside
help

but it's hard to see
everyone else's sliced grin
when the candle meant
to illuminate
blinds you

because there
was no way
you would
shine that bright
on your own
carving a jagged mouth
not too creepy
don't want to scare the kids
not too happy

just remember
you all end up
in the same bin
once the sun rises

Sundance
By Enna Krnecin

Dragon doodles
By Mara Logan
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Summer Institute in the eyes of the students
Blair Vandehey

Staff Writer
________________________________

At the heart of the Summer Institute
(SI) back in August were 48 incoming
first-year students. Each student had
memorable experiences during SI, including self-proclaimed “really, really good
friends” Kayla Jarppi and Ellie Fiorini,
who met and bonded thanks to the program.
Jarppi and Fiorini mentioned how
much they enjoyed the SI curriculum,
especially the seminar-style class modeled after First-Year Studies. Jarppi
expressed her enjoyment of the book
Biased: Uncovering the Hidden Prejudice
That Shapes What We See, Think, and
Do by Jennifer L. Eberhardt, PhD, and
how it helped her build a greater awareness about implicit bias and how it affects
everyday life. Fiorini said that SI classes
helped her get a jumpstart on how to write
essays at the college level, how to prepare
for an exam, and how to set up meetings
with writing tutors.
Aside from classes, the students got to
take part in several activities. From trips
to the Fox River Mall to a Studio Ghibli
film night, the extracurriculars never
seemed to end. Jarppi stated that in her
opinion, the best event was jewelry night,
where students got together with their
Program Assistants (PAs) and beaded
together. To this day, she has not taken
off the bracelet she made that night. As
for the most rewarding activity, she reminisced about the first dinner the incoming
students spent together, selecting that
event for a simple reason: it was a worthwhile (if awkward) opportunity to break
the ice with her future classmates. Fiorini,
on the other hand, found the most meaning in the trip to the Oneida nation, where
for the first time in her life, she was taught
of indigenous history and culture by indigenous people themselves.
Another aspect the students got a
head start on was adjusting to living on
campus. Most of the students taking part
in SI were placed in the dormitories they
would spend the entirety of their first year
living in. For some, however, this was not
the case; Jarppi originally lived in Trever
Hall for a part of SI but ended up having
to move to Plantz Hall.
The only qualm the two had was
with the lengthy workshops, which they
thought of more as lectures. While unimpressed with the “intensity” of the work-

shops, the two did say that they were very
useful, Jarppi even using evidence from
the Motivation workshop in her Plato’s
The Republic paper. The workshops covered life at Lawrence, including informa-

ting good sleep. By the time that Welcome
Week rolled around for the first-years that
had not participated in SI, Fiorini went as
far as to say she was “bored” of the informative lectures that were administered to

2017 program participants at the Summer Institute (formerly named Freshman Academic Institute) participate in
a workshop in the Esch Hurvis dance studio.
Photo from Smugmug.

2014 program participants at the Summer Institute (formerly named Freshman Academic Institute) learn
Ghanaian drumming with Professor of Music Dane Richeson.

tion on financial aid, the career center,
and campus employment. Student services
were only one topic for workshops; other
workshops focused on how to practice
self-care in a college setting, including get-

Photo from Smugmug.

the new students and ready to start classwork.
The PAs were some of the first people
that the students would encounter in their
SI experience. From the very beginning,

the two interviewees recognized how
eager to engage their PAs were; Fiorini
reminisced about her PA comforting her
when she was having a challenging time
saying goodbye to her parents on the day
they left. This small act of kindness was
the first of many she, as well as the other
students, would encounter.
The willingness to help the incoming first-years did not stop at easing the
adjustment into their new livelihoods, the
two recalled. After things started to pick
up and the program was in full swing, the
schedule that the new students encountered would be challenging to navigate
with all the events, classes, and workshops
packed into a three-week duration. Jarppi
said that the PAs this year were exceptionally good at communicating with the students and helping to guide them through
their action-packed days. Even while they
were taking their roles seriously, the amicable PAs never sacrificed their warmness
towards the students for the sake of the
job; according to Fiorini, the assistant she
(as well as Jarppi) was assigned to was the
“perfect balance of professional mentor
and friend and equal.” To this day, the two
are still friends with their PA.
As well as still being in contact with
their PA, the two also are still friendly
with the other students they met through
the institute. While differing schedules
and the passage of time since SI has worn
away at their overall closeness, Fiorini
recognized that there was still a “kinship”
between the first-year SI participants. She
and Jarppi still engage in small talk with
their SI classmates from time to time.
Overall, the two agreed that the
Summer Institute was all around an
“amazing” experience. It had such a positive impact on them, that they both plan
to try and become PAs next year to “pass
the torch”, as Fiorini put it, to future firstyears and give them the same welcome
that Jarppi and Fiorini were given.
Each had some words of wisdom for
future students. Both agreed that getting
to know one’s PAs was one of the biggest
tips they could give. Jarppi stressed that
incoming students should be as social,
with both their fellow first-years and their
PAs, as they can. She recommended getting to know them outside of mandatory
hours, especially through trips to local
restaurants, which helped them bond with
the other SI participants. She added at
the very end of the interview, as a word
of advice, to ask Toppers Pizza about the
12-dollar large pizza they do not advertise.

Appleton’s Cannabis Legalization Referendum
Nathan Wall

News Co-Editor
________________________________

Senator Ron Johnson (R-Wis.) and
Governor Tony Evers (D-Wis.)’s races
will not be the only ones on the ballot
in Appleton on Tuesday, Nov. 8, 2020.
In addition to Assemblymember Lee
Snodgrass (D-Wis.)’s reelection campaign
and the hotly contested race to replace
Appleton’s Senator Roger Roth (R-Wis.),
Appleton will also have a chance to vote
on legalizing cannabis in the state.
On Jul. 21, 2022, seven members
of the Appleton Common Council –
Alderpersons Vered Meltzer, Israel Del
Toro, Denise Fenton, Joss Thyssen, Alex
Schultz, Vaya Lauren Jones and Nate
Wolff – introduced a resolution that called
for a referendum to be placed on the

general election ballot to allow Appleton
residents to express their opinions on the
matter.
The resolution cites a variety of reasons why cannabis should be legal, including the fact that according to a Gallup survey, criminalization has failed to curb use.
It also cites a Marquette University Law
School poll in which 61% of Wisconsinites
support fully legalized cannabis, the fact
that every state surrounding Wisconsin
has legal cannabis, the fact that Wisconsin
is missing out on cannabis revenue, the
fact that cannabis is shown to reduce opioid abuse, the fact that legalization would
cut down on the illicit drug trade and the
fact that it would free up law enforcement
to investigate serious crimes. The referendum would not make cannabis legal
in Appleton, because it is still prohibited

by state law, but according to Alfheim, it
would be able to send a message to the
state legislature.
On Aug. 4, 2022, the Common
Council voted to place the referendum
on the November ballot. 4 alderpersons
voted against the measure, including
Alderperson Sheri Hartzheim. According
to WTAQ reporter Casey Nelson,
Hartzheim doesn’t feel that it’s necessary,
and worries that it will confuse voters into
believing that it will actually legalize cannabis in Appleton. Hartzheim believes it
should be up to the state to decide.
Alderperson Brad Firkus, from the
more progressive side of the council, does
not support the referendum. Although
he stressed that he does support legalization, he doesn’t think it’s necessary to put
this on the ballot because it’s already well

known that legalization has broad public support. He added that past advisory
referendums, such as the referendum on
appointing a nonpartisan redistricting
commission to end gerrymandered districts in Wisconsin, had a public awareness aspect to it that this referendum
lacks.
“For what it’s worth I’m not against
legalization, but I don’t think the referendum is useful or necessary,” Firkus said.
Although Governor Evers, as well as
61% of Wisconsinites, support legalizing
recreational cannabis, the State Senate
and Assembly, both gerrymandered to
favor Republicans, will not budge on the
issue. If it were truly left up to the state to
decide, the voters of Wisconsin would very
likely vote to legalize it.
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Local Government Feature: Nate Wolff
NathanWall

News Co-Editor
________________________________

Alderperson Nate Wolff, from the
12th District, considers himself an activist
as well as a politician. Wolff’s main issues
are equality and the environment.
Wolff was first elected in April
2020 as an openly queer member of the
Appleton Common Council. The first time
he ran, he challenged a 16-year incumbent
and came within 23 votes of winning, in
a district that voted for former President
Donald Trump by a 20 point majority
in 2016. He was inspired to run after he
saw someone on TV encouraging those
who care about their communities to run,
even if they don’t have a lot of experience.
Before running, Wolff worked several day
jobs and attended Fox Valley Technical
College, where he majored in criminal
justice.
Growing up without a father gave
Wolff a variety of negative and positive
experiences; that traumatic childhood
helped form the person he is today. He
feels that his negative childhood experiences have helped to better shape his
judgment as an adult.
As an activist and politician, Wolff
feels that politics is often too slow to act
on the causes he’d like to advance.
“I’ve done more as an activist than
I have as an [alderperson] for equality,”
Wolff said.
Wolff added that a lot of Appleton’s
problems, such as police misconduct,
come from state statutes and can’t be
changed by the city. He mentioned, for
example, that the Appleton police officer
who shot and killed Jimmie Sanders, an
unarmed Black man breaking up a bar
fight, technically acted within the law.
Wisconsin state laws must change in order
to ensure that this doesn’t happen again,
Wolff stated.
As an activist, Wolff co-founded
National Coming Out Day Appleton with
Professor of Gender Studies and newly
appointed Affinity Coordinator Helen

Boyd Kramer, which puts rainbow flags
on Appleton’s major arterial roads every
National Coming Out Day. Wolff also
mentioned protesting an individual who
held up a homophobic sign and called
members of the council f***ots over
the approval of the Bird Scooter program, as well as protesting Chick-fil-A.
Additionally, Wolff petitioned the city to
address the opioid crisis and worked to
ban conversion therapy. Conversion therapy is a form of “therapy” in which queer

children are convinced they can stop being
queer and pressured to stop; Council
President Katie Van Zeeland characterized
it as child abuse.
Wolff feels that issues of discrimination have significantly improved in
Appleton and pointed out that the people

who drive by and harass Lawrence
students with slurs are often not from
Appleton, but drive in from Hortonville,
15 minutes away. He feels that by building
bridges and community, we can combat
racism and discrimination.
Although Wolff has not always been
an environmentalist, he is now focused
on finding cost-effective ways to make
the city more environmentally friendly.
He added that he will always listen to
the climate scientists instead of assum-

Photo of Nate Wolff.
Provided by Wolff.

ing he knows best. Wolff also brought
up Appleton’s roads, mentioning that
the road system in Appleton “sucks” but
that he and others have been working on
redesigning it to make it more friendly for

non-car travel, which lowers emissions.
Road redesign is a very long-term project
and in the short term, we’re stuck with
what we have, Wolff acknowledged.
Wolff has worked with Alderpersons
Vered Meltzer, Denise Fenton, Israel Del
Toro, Kristin Alfheim, Vaya Jones, Alex
Schultz and Joss Thyssen, who are members of the more progressive side of the
council. He added that he worked with
Mayor Jake Woodford to make Appleton
a more queer-friendly city. Wolff added
that he respects alderperson Bill Siebers,
who is more conservative than Wolff but
whom he believes is able to look at issues
through a nonpartisan lens. However,
Wolff feels that other conservative alderpersons are just partisan. He feels that if
the staunch conservatives on the council
were truly concerned about their constituents, some of their votes would align with
the more progressive side, but they don’t.
Outside of the council, Wolff has
worked with members of the Lawrence
community, including Kramer and a variety of Lawrence students. He added that
he enjoys working with Lawrence students
and encouraged students to get more
involved.
As someone who’s concerned about
climate change, Wolff is frustrated with
how slow progress is moving on the issue.
“It is pretty dire, we have people in
Washington who won’t be alive for [the
disastrous impacts of climate change],”
Wolff said. “They seemingly don’t do
anything because it’s not going to affect
them...frankly they clearly don’t think
about us and can’t relate to us.”
Although the situation is dire, Wolff
encouraged young people to dedicate time
to this important issue. He feels that taking small actions to make our communities more sustainable gives us hope, and
that if everyone takes these little actions,
the future becomes more and more possible.
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“Frankenstein”: A message lost in adaptation
Ellie Fiorini
Columnist

______________________________

3/5
“Frankenstein” (1931), directed
by James Whale, is an adaptation of
the Mary Shelly novel of the same
name. The story follows Dr. Henry
Frankenstein as he struggles to contain and eventually kill a monster
(Boris Karloff) whom he made from
parts of reanimated corpses. Overall,
the film is quite different from the
original source material. The film’s
changes from Shelly’s novel end up
stripping the film of the original
message.

The 2022 Ronaldo...
continued from page 3

is the all-time leading goal scorer for
Real, and beat them in two separate
Champions League finals. In 2014,
he scored deep into added time to
make it 4-1, and in 2016 he scored
the winning penalty in the shootout
that decided the title. Then, in 2017
he scored a hat trick against them in
the semifinal to knock them out, and
did the same while playing for Juventus against Atlético in the round

In the film “Frankenstein,”
Dr. Henry Frankenstein creates an
enormous monster out of parts of exhumed corpses, ignoring the concern
and criticism from the people around
him. Henry expects the monster to
behave; however, it turns out to be
violent, due to his assistant, Fritz
(Dwight Frye), grabbing the brain of
a corrupted individual instead of a
normal individual. After strangling
Fritz and then Henry’s professor, Dr.
Waldman (Edward Van Sloan), the
monster escapes out into the world.
On Henry's wedding day, the monster
attempts to strangle his fiancé,
Elizabeth (Mae Clarke), but does not
succeed. This prompts the towns-

people to go out chasing the monster;
it knocks Henry unconscious and
drags him to a windmill. After throwing Henry out of the windmill, the
townspeople set it on fire.
In the novel, Victor Frankenstein (Henry in the film) is an
ambitious college student who spends
two years assembling his monster in
secret. After the monster’s animation,
he abandons him out of fear, leaving
the monster to wander the world
on its own. During the two years
the monster spent alone, he slowly
became more and more bitter and evil
from being met with violence and fear
at every turn. When he encounters
his creator again, the monster vows

to kill everyone Victor has ever loved
so that he can feel the same pain and
loneliness.
The film making the monster
evil by giving it a corrupt brain takes
away all of the story’s complexity
and strips the novel’s theme of the
potential dangers of irresponsible
scientific progress. Instead of the
monster slowly becoming more
violent and vengeful as a result of
the constant abuse and neglect it suffered since birth, the monster is just
naturally evil in the film. Meanwhile,
film Henry/Victor is responsible with
his creation. He keeps it away from
society and tries to educate it and
when he sees that it is too dangerous

of 16 in 2019.
Aside from these issues, there
actually isn’t much wrong with this
move. Atlético play a much more old
school, rigid style than either Chelsea or Bayern, with a very compact
defense composed of two banks of
four and two strikers who play on
the counter attack. Despite his age,
Ronaldo is still an absolutely rapid
player with or without the ball at his
feet, which would make this a feasible option. Too bad this will never
happen.
The potential move to Paris

Saint-Germain is the scariest of the
lot, because it actually made quite
a lot of sense at the time. PSG has
the biggest budget of any club in the
world, and before Kylian Mbappe’s
contract was renewed in August, it
looked like they may have needed a
striker. Ronaldo is also a huge commercial draw, something that PSG
is very open about admiring as they
try to build their global brand. And
above all else, this move would have
meant seeing Ronaldo play alongside Lionel Messi. The idea of one
club putting the two best players of

all time on the field at the same time
is extremely frightening for fans of
any other club. And this idea still
hasn’t taken Neymar into account.
He is a former third-place finisher
in the Ballon d’Or and on current
form, the best player in the world
at the time of writing. With that attack, there is no telling what sort of
damage would be done to opposing
defenses.
But, as with the other three rumored destinations, PSG presents
issues as well. The big one, which
I’ll speak about here, would be the

to exist, he decides to kill it. The monster still escapes, but the escape is not
directly because of Henry. However,
in the novel, it is because of Victor’s
irresponsibility that the monster
becomes loose in the world, and it is
because of his irresponsibility that his
loved ones are murdered by the monster. Victor’s isolation and paranoia
is a direct result of his blind pursuit
of knowledge without considering the
consequences.
Overall, while “Frankenstein”
(1931) is an entertaining monster
film, it does not hold a candle to the
1818 novel. The major story changes
result in the film losing the original
novel’s complexity and themes.

scale of the egos in that team. Messi
and Ronaldo both have claims to be
the greatest of all time, which brings
with it a massive ego boost. Neymar is also known to be a massive
diva and has ego problems. I have
no doubt in my mind that this move
would have caused the PSG team to
fall apart from within. Still, I would
jump at the chance to see those three
all play together, so I’ll leave this one
as a maybe.

"Being Funny in a Foreign Language":
not that funny, too many languages
Billy Greene
Columnist

______________________________

2/5
Indie electropop band The 1975
released their fifth album, “Being
Funny in a Foreign Language,” on Oct.
14, 2022. The group consists of Matthew “Matty” Healy on vocals, Ross
MacDonald on bass, George Daniel on
drums and Adam Hann on guitar.
Following the sporadic critical
acclaim of their last record, “Notes on
a Conditional Form,” The 1975 knew
they had to focus. At its best, “Notes”
featured some great pop songs; at its
worst, it slugged on without much
substance. Twenty-two tracks on one
record lends itself to both monotony
and inconsistency.
This is likely why the band cut
the track length in half on “Being Funny in a Foreign Language,” clocking in
at 11 tracks and 44 minutes. Cutthroat
pop producer Jack Antonoff — who
has worked with the likes of Taylor
Swift, Lana Del Rey and Lorde — also
joins the mix. The records Antonoff
has helped to create are considered
masterpieces in the pop music canon
because of their sharp edge of focus.
Unfortunately, this focus hardly
comes to fruition on “Being Funny.”
This is evident in the album’s lead
single, “Part of the Band.” I’ll admit, I
have a soft spot for this song: its rambling lyrics, string work and rickety
melodies charm me on every listen.
But behind this charm comes
frankly bizarre commentary without

much substance. Healy sings about
falling in love, queerness, cancel culture, drug use and everything in between. The lack of attention on any
one given topic leaves the song in a
very liminal space, but at least it’s
somewhat self-aware: “Am I ironically
woke? The butt of my joke?”
The problems in “Part of the
Band” permeate through the rest of
the record. While the band may be
self-aware of their scatter-brained nature, it comes off incredibly limp.
“The 1975,” “Being Funny”’s
opener, sets this tone. While I enjoy
Antonoff’s production and the tune
at the heart, Healy again rants about
practically everything under today’s
sun: QAnon conspiracies, the American Dream, mental illness and endlessly scrolling on social media. “I’m
sorry if you’re living and you’re 17”
is the only lyric that mildly ties these
ideas together.
I was expecting these dystopian,
modern-day issues to be somewhat
resolved throughout the record. That
is to be expected when you set a problem — resolution. However, the band
resorts to a myriad of cuts about love
to varying degrees of success.
It’s hard to say whether this
love is the resolution. “Happiness,”
while glistening with its slap-bass and
danceable groove, features strangely
sparse lyrics given the opener. Maybe
that was intentional, but it’s as if the
song doesn’t know itself — getting lost
in its instrumentation, never quite escaping the abstract. It is a fun listen,
as with most of this record, but I don’t

get much of anything out of it.
“Looking For Somebody (To
Love)” and “Oh Caroline” pull the
veil off slightly more but are quickly
masked by their production again.
To reiterate, the music is good: I love
how electric and exhilarating these
two tracks are. However, the explicit
nature of “Part of the Band” feels forgotten on these cuts, despite the fact
that they sandwich “Part of the Band”
on the album.
By the midpoint of the record,
it’s hard to say what point The 1975
are trying to make. Are they setting up
a broad critical analysis of the powers
that be, or are they falling in love? This
wouldn’t be a problem if these narratives were threaded together in an
intimate and unique way. In fact, the
band does this on one of the tracks.
“All I Need to Hear,” a clear highlight musically and lyrically, is a stereotypical but beautifully profound
ballad. By juxtaposing the dystopian
world with the longing of Healy’s vocals and lyrics, The 1975 display a
sharp conscience for pop music that I
wish they tapped into more on “Being
Funny.” With each listen, it becomes
increasingly heart-wrenching and ultimately timeless.
One of my favorite lyrics in the
track describes how Healy doesn’t
need to hear the “music” or “crowds
and the cheers”; all he needs to hear
is that his subject loves him. This is
hilariously ironic considering how
fickle and fluffed the rest of the album
is, covering half-baked narratives with
grandiose instrumentation. I interpret

this point as intentional, however — I
just wish we got there sooner.
The rest of the record drifts by,
featuring mildly interesting music
with the same narrative problems.
“Wintering” features a cool concept
but suffers from surrounding tracks;
“Human Too” boasts unique production in the context of the album but a
notably weak chorus; “About You” attempts to be an anthem but coasts too
much to leave an impact.
The closer, “When We Are Together,” tries to wrap the bow on
“Being Funny,” but it only leaves me
scratching my head. It’s set up as this
stripped-back and heartfelt song with
lyrics professing love for Healy’s sub-

ject. Yet, oddly enough, the critical
commentary comes back as a lastditch effort to make the record seem
cohesive. Some of the last lines are
about wearing socks with sandals and
cancel culture, which, in my opinion,
doesn’t make sense, considering how
lovelorn a majority of the record is.
I suppose I might not understand
“Being Funny” quite yet. Maybe the
polar narratives The 1975 set up will
be explored as time passes by; but given how fleeting pop culture is nowadays, I highly doubt it. At least I can
say the music here is generally fine,
albeit inconsistent: every instrumental has some character and charm. I’m
just left wanting something richer.

Album cover art for “Being Funny in a Foreign Language” by The 1975, Manchester, UK, Oct.
14, 2022.
Photo from Pitchfork.
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A collaborative improvised performance from IGLU and Dance
Collective Ensemble
six performers at a time would selfselect to create a piece together. The
_______________________________ first of these groups included a violinist, a violist and three dancers. As the
Lawrence’s Dance Collective
instrumentalists danced while playing
Ensemble (DCE) presented a coland the sounds of the dancing formed
laborative performance with the
part of the piece, it became more difImprovisation Group of Lawrence
University (IGLU) on Oct. 24 in the ficult to discern a boundary between
dance and music.
Esch-Hurvis Room of the Warch
In one part of the improvisation,
Campus Center.
As the performers assembled, I the violinist held their instrument
while other performers passed around
noticed a surprising conglomeration
the bow and took turns using it to play
of instruments: viola, cello, French
the violin, creating a disjointed but
horn, melodica, accordion and guiplayful series of musical fragments.
tar, among others. Before the perforThe next group included accormance began, Prof. Paek, director of
dion and singing in a reassuring,
the DCE, instructed the performers
almost lullaby-like style, with satisto “listen to each other more than
fying moments in which harmonies
just aurally,” setting the tone for the
emerged spontaneously from a single
evening and bringing to mind the
pitch. The group incorporated variacommunicative and expressive postions of sitting and lying on the ground
sibilities within improvised collaborain different positions, interacting with
tive creation.
each other and following each other’s
The performance began with
leads. They also experimented with
instrumentalists and dancers intermixed and spread across the room. breath sounds as part of the music.
The third group featured a wider
Because of the wide but shallow space,
array of instruments, composed of a
performers were close to the audisaxophone, cello, violin, guitar and
ence, allowing for a sense of personal
two melodicas. These performers
connection between audience and
created a gently percussive piece, as
performers.
During this first improvised the saxophone and melodica players
pressed the keys of their instruments
piece, both dancers and instrumentalwithout blowing air into them, proists moved intentionally through the
ducing a blend of clicking sounds.
space, shaping narratives with their
The cellist drummed on the strings
movement. Performers created sound
below the bridge of the instrument
with their instruments and with body
with their fingers, contributing subtly
percussion, and some sounds were
to the musical texture. As the piece
electronically generated or manipuprogressed, the violinist introduced
lated. The overall effect of the dance
slow melodic ideas, and the other
and music was eerie and made me
instruments joined in with crunchy
imagine a dystopian wasteland.
harmonies, creating a mournful atmoAfter this piece, Prof. Paek welsphere overall.
comed the audience and explained
The next group, consisting of
the improvisatory nature of the perviolin, viola, French horn and two
formance, saying, “They don’t know
dancers, began close together, with
what’s going to happen, we [herself
and IGLU director Matt Turner] don’t some performers sitting and others
standing, creating a pyramid-like
know what’s going to happen -- neiformation. As their piece began, the
ther do you. Let’s have fun!”
string players moved around as a pair,
The performance then took on a
small-group format, in which five or while the dancers alternated between
movements that were closer to the

Helen Panshin
Staff Writer

ground and ones that were more vertical, creating an up-and-down effect.
Towards the end, the group melded
into a revolving circle and produced
shrieking sounds from the string
instruments and vocalizations.
While some of the groups had
complete freedom in what they created, others were given prompts, such
as “give and take focus” or “maintain
a constant pitch and move at your
own tempo” or “create a series of seven-second improvisations, each with
a beginning, middle and end” that
guided their artistic output.
Another of these prompts was
“you can only move if everybody’s
moving; you have to be still if anybody’s still.” Two of the performers
began sitting on the ground with their
legs intertwined with each other. The
group moved in bursts of motion and
froze in sculptural positions, sometimes reaching out to each other,
before finishing with everyone lying
on the ground.
The last two groups each contained eight performers. In the first
of these groups, one performer was
instructed to lead two other performers, so that three of the performers
all did the same actions, involving
snapping, humming and arm movements, while the other five performers
experimented with unconventional
musical techniques, like tapping the
bow against the back of a violin, to
create the soundscape and ambience.
The final group began in a singlefile line, making soft whistling and
breathing sounds that emulated wind
and the pattering of rain, appropriate for this time of year. They dispersed across the room, and several
of the performers began intentionally
coughing in turns, creating an unsettling, relevant chorus.
Several other performers gathered around the grand piano that was
placed towards one end of the room.
One performer played notes in the
upper range of the piano, while another lay underneath the piano, dragging

their hands across the underside, and
a third performer drummed quietly
on the sides and lid of the piano.
This joint performance with
IGLU and DCE was unconventional
and enjoyable to watch. Because of
its spontaneous, improvised nature,

the performers constantly took us in
surprising directions, and the spirit
of unrestrained experimentation with
different sounds and movements as
music and dance opened up a sense of
broader possibility for what these art
forms can be.

Junior Diego Leòn dances around senior Kelsey Knapp.
Photo by Adam Fleischer.

(left to right) senior Jonah Sharp, first-year Lee Hendricks-Richman and senior Luka
Santin do an
improvisational dance.
Photo by Adam Fleischer

The Book Club: recommendations based on
your Halloween costume
Mikayla Henry
Columnist

________________________

This edition, we’re trying something a little different; I plan on making recommendations based on your
Halloween costume this year, much
like one of those fun Buzzfeed quizzes
you may stumble upon from time to
time. Obviously, given the plethora
of costumes out there, as well as the
wordcount limit, I’m only able to
suggest a limited number of books
and may have to be vague with my
costume descriptions. Nonetheless,
I’m hoping to come up with a bountiful variety of costume/book pairings
to get you ready for Halloween.
Classic Monsters – If you’re
dressing up as a classic monster, such
as a bloodthirsty – or sparkly – vampire, werewolf, etc., then I think you
would enjoy dabbling in some of the
horror classics. For example, you can
read some of the origins of the monster you’re embodying for Halloween,
such as Bram Stoker’s “Dracula” or
Sheridan Le Fanu’s “Carmilla” if you
plan on being a vampire. Similarly,
there’s Mary Shelley’s “Frankenstein”
if you plan on dressing up as the
titular character, or Stephen King’s
“Cycle of the Werewolf” if you intend
to get a little furry this holiday.
Ultimately, I think you would enjoy
embracing the classics for this Halloween.
Superhero – If you plan on
going as a superhero, whether it be
DC or Marvel, I think you would love
reading horror novels that focus on
the danger that comes with having supernatural powers. For example, Stephen King’s “Firestarter” and “Carrie”

both remind me of X-Men, as the
girls in both works try to control their
powers, whether they be telekinetic
or pyrokinetic in nature. The horror
elements in the novels focus on not
only the terrifying potential of their
powers, but also on the malevolent
people intent on controlling them.
I think that the best way to tap into
your “powers” this holiday is to read
up on some horror novels featuring
this darker side of these supernatural
abilities.
Animals – If you intend on putting on some ears and/or a tail and
going as an animal this year, then I
think horror novels highlighting some
terrifying pets and animals would suit
you best. For example, the classic “Pet
Sematary” and “Cujo,” both by Stephen King, may be right up your alley,
as they focus on a dangerous force,
whether it be supernatural in nature
or simply rabies, turning animals
into anything but man’s best friend.
If you want a horror novel where the
animal is involved but not necessarily the source of evil in the plot,
then Catriona Ward’s “The House
on Needless Street” may be for you.
The book switches perspective each
chapter, including the point of view
of a cat, as the characters try to find a
serial killer and solve the mysteries of
the titular house.
Disney – If you’re going as your
favorite Disney character, whether it
be a princess, car, fairy or something
else, I think you should focus on horror novels that take place at a theme
park in order to capture the similar
rush you get at Disneyland or Disney
World. In this case, I would recommend “Hide” by Kiersten White,

which centers around a high-stakes
competition taking place at an abandoned amusement park. I would also
suggest “Joyland” by, you guessed it,
Stephen King. The story focuses on a
boy trying to forget his troubles while
working at a theme park but slowly
discovering that there’s a murderous
secret behind all the cotton candy and
flashing lights.
If none of these quite encompassed your costume this year, that’s
okay! Pick any recommendations that
sound interesting to you, or just peruse the horror shelves at the library
or bookstore and see what options are
available to keep you up at night.

"Pet Sematary" by
Stephen King.
Photo from Amazon.

"Firestarter" by Stephen King.
Photo from Amazon.

“Hide” by Kiersten White.
Photo from Amazon.
"Dracula" by Bram Stoker.
Photo from AbeBooks.
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"Sad girl" aesthetic and the romanticization of female pain
Isabel Dorn

Staff Writer
__________________________
Leaves are falling and pumpkin
spice lattes are on the menu again,
which means one thing: “sad girl
autumn” is in full swing. If you’re
embracing the latest trends, it’s time
to curl up by the window with a
pumpkin spice latte and cry to Phoebe
Bridgers songs, even though you’ve
never been in a relationship. Don’t
believe me? The hashtag #sadgirl has
over 13 billion views on TikTok and 2
million posts on Instagram.
But how did society become
obsessed with long-suffering women
to the point that it has become a
trendy aesthetic?
Our obsession with the “sad girl”
is nothing new. The tragic heroine has
been one of the most popular archetypes in both fictional and historical
narratives for centuries. Historians
have crafted a legend around the beautiful, powerful Cleopatra, who allegedly committed suicide by snake bite.
In Greek mythology, the lovely Echo
is doomed to waste away from her
unrequited love, while Shakespeare’s
Ophelia drowns herself after the fate
of Denmark is placed in her hands.
The tormented titular adulteress in
Leo Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina throws
herself under a moving train after
society ostracizes her for her affair,
and Fantine from Victor Hugo’s Les
Miserables serves as a heartbreaking
symbol of suffering as she sells her
hair, teeth and sex to care for her
child. Female pain has long been a
powerful muse for heartbreaking art.
In early literature, female characters were often one-dimensional
martyrs conjured by male authors.
However, as women fought to have
their voices heard in the literary
world, they brought more nuanced
portrayals of female experiences.
Many female writers used their heroines as an outlet to express the trials
of womanhood under patriarchy. The
female protagonists in Kate Chopin’s
The Awakening and Charlotte Perkins

Gilman’s “The Yellow Wallpaper”
experience great tragedy and injustice, but their suffering exposes the
evils of misogyny. Furthermore, some
female authors turned their “sad
girls” into symbols of resilience and
feminine strength. Celie from The
Color Purple and Offred from The
Handmaid’s Tale experience horrific
violence under patriarchy, but they
survive. As women began reclaiming
these narratives, the “sad girl” became
a subversive figure.
Today, the “sad girl” occupies a
precarious position in gender politics
because the lines between empowerment and exploitation have grown
thin. While media gives women a platform to share their painful stories,
the entertainment industry often tries
to control the narratives surrounding them. It’s been sixty years since
Marilyn Monroe’s passing, but the
film industry continues seeking new
ways to capitalize on the trials of
her life, turning a real woman into a
one-dimensional symbol who must be
repeatedly traumatized for the sake
of “art” – all without her consent.
Furthermore, Marilyn’s own memoirs
have been tossed aside and buried
under fictionalized portrayals of a
tragic femme fatale who never even
existed. When the media capitalizes
on women’s suffering, the truth often
gets lost in the theatrics, stripping
women of their right to tell their own
stories.
These twisted narratives prevail
because society takes perverse pleasure in dehumanizing women. When
news broke that pop superstar Adele
had filed for divorce, Twitter was
flooded with people hoping to see a
new album inspired by her grief. But
we also disrespect women who channel their own emotions and experi-

ences with unrequited love, tumultuous relationships and grooming,
but the media reduced her music to
“songs about boys.”
We love to discover brilliant
young women for entertainment,
then crucify them as soon as they
stray from the role we’ve assigned
them. Disney stars like Selena Gomez,
Miley Cyrus and Demi Lovato rose to
extreme fame as teenagers because
beautiful young girls are marketable
to the masses. However, as they grew
older and began making decisions for
themselves, society labeled them as
rebellious and unworthy of respect.
Furthermore, when the pressures of
early fame became detrimental to their
mental health, the media delighted
in their downfalls. The patriarchal
entertainment industry holds young
girls to unreasonably high standards
of behavior, exploits them for their
talent, and calls them unhinged when
they crack.
We’ve become obsessed with
tragic beauties because our misogynistic society teaches us that women’s
main assets are their appearance and
fertility. Under patriarchy, women’s
value has an expiration date. Since
we’re deemed useless once we no longer serve the male gaze, it’s better to
die young and beautiful than grow old.
Our culture idolizes beautiful women
who died young because we can’t
admit that women who don’t fit into
our narrow beauty standards still have
value. If Princess Diana was still alive
today, would we still worship her, or
would the tabloids be gossiping about
how well or poorly she aged?
Society’s fixation on female
youth is also tied to our misogynistic
view of female sexuality. Since sexy
women are considered most valuable
to the patriarchy, the entertainment

for female sexuality. Under patriarchy, sexuality is something that men
project onto women, not something
for women to claim and enjoy. From
Mary Magdalene to Meghan Markle,
society loves to spin narratives
about women they deem impure. We
romanticize the “sad girl” because the
patriarchy cannot withstand women
who are both wild and happy.
Furthermore, the media often
fails to recognize when the “sad girl”
aesthetic is being used ironically. In
her 1996 music video for “Criminal,”
Fiona Apple portrays herself as a sexualized, heroin-chic teenage girl, but
she actually wrote the song to criticize how the media stigmatizes female
sexuality while objectifying girls and
young women. In her early years of
stardom, Lana Del Rey constructed
her onstage persona around the titular protagonist of Vladimir Nabokov’s
Lolita, a teenage girl who suffers
sexual exploitation at the hands of
her stepfather. But while Nabokov’s
Lolita is a powerless victim, Del Rey
reclaims the role as a consenting adult
and allows Lolita to express her complex emotions towards her abuser,
giving her a voice she never had in
the novel. Unfortunately, the media
largely misses the social critique in
Apple and Del Rey’s music and focuses on the surface-level narrative of the
troubled femme fatale.
The “sad girl” archetype also
holds different associations for
women of color because the entertainment industry has historically capitalized on nonwhite female characters’
suffering. Mixed-race women – particularly biracial Black women – are
often reduced to the “tragic mulatto”
archetype: beautiful, exotic creatures
doomed to suffer for the crime of
their “racially impure” blood. Since

single motherhood and the Vietnam
War only to commit suicide after her
American husband leaves her for a
white woman. Non-white women are
often treated as martyrs in the media
– human enough to elicit sympathy
from the audience, but not human
enough to earn happiness. The modern “sad girl” trend often fails to recognize how the intersection of gender
and race affects women of color.
Once women have been labeled
as “sad girls,” it’s hard for them to
cast off the label. Lana Del Rey,
Marina and Lorde rose to fame with
tragic personas on their respective
albums Born to Die, Electra Heart
and Melodrama. However, when they
began transitioning into less melancholy aesthetics, many fans criticized
them for abandoning their previous
images. It’s almost like society doesn’t
like seeing women being happy and
resilient.
Even when the entertainment
industry admits how they’ve mistreated women, they still attempt to profit
on that injustice. The same media outlets that dehumanized Britney Spears
for years are suddenly obsessed with
her horrifying experiences under her
conservatorship – but mostly because
it’s a juicy story for the front page,
and not because they truly care about
Britney’s well-being. Sensationalized
portrayals of female pain under the
guise of "exposing industry secrets”
often do more harm than good
because they force victims to relive
their trauma.
In conclusion, the “sad girl”
aesthetic has a complicated legacy.
When used correctly, it’s a subversive
outlet for self-expression. However,
women’s suffering often gets commodified through the male gaze, so it’s
important to know the history behind

ences into art. When Olivia Rodrigo
expressed her raw heartbreak in her
hit song “Driver’s license,” people
dismissed it as “teenage girl drama”
and publicly speculated on her relationships. Similarly, many of Taylor
Swift’s songs are based on her experi-

industry constantly sexualizes women
for profit. However, the media also
shames women for being too sexually liberated. Many “promiscuous”
women in literature even die at the
end of their stories because we see
death and suffering as punishment

the stigma of miscegenation historically forbade happy endings between
interracial couples, women of color
were usually spurned by their white
male lovers or died tragically. In
Miss Saigon, the Vietnamese heroine Kim survives sexual exploitation,

the aesthetic so we can be better feminists. But by all means, enjoy that
pumpkin spice latte and the Phoebe
Bridgers tunes.

A shocking new candidate
Dean Zhou

Staff Writer
_________________________
Disclaimer: this article is a work
of satire
In a time of great political contention and polarization, where many
voters complain that elections are
simply about voting for a lesser evil,
a new candidate has stepped up with
a far different platform: Doge Reagan
(no relation to the late #40).
Doge Reagan is the Flipism candidate for the U.S. Senate, and represents the state of Who Cares, but
says, “I may be a Who Caresite, but
I believe in the spirit of America, and
I believe all of us --- Wisconsinites,
Californians, Texans, Floridians,
whatever --- are and can be united
by the spirit of a United States.” The
Flipist Party has received a lot of
attention in recent months due to
their new take on how to approach
policy: a quarter toss. Doge Reagan’s
policies seem to be utterly flippant
and even crazy to some, a notable

one being his economics policy. This
policy seems to be a carbon-copy
of “Reaganomics,” which insists on
fewer restrictions on large companies and businesses and, according
to its supporters, will grow the economy and spread out to people over
time. However, this policy has been
slammed by many for increasing class
disparities among Americans, as well

benefit, saying, “It
helps to be revolutionary in all issues,
by doing a cyclical
revolution of what I
think about a problem every Tuesday.”
Doge is, however, most noted for
his foreign policy

as creating more aggressively expansive companies. Doge Reagan, however, sees it otherwise. In response to
his critics, Doge Reagan says, “They
can cope and seethe and cry about it.”
Doge Reagan’s rhetoric has been
seen by some as flippant and offensive, but to him it is all “for the shits
and giggles, and if I get a kick out of it,
why shouldn’t you?”. He also applies
this attitude to social issues, such as
racial justice and climate change, by
calling anyone against his continuously-changing platforms “cringe and
lame.” Despite his continuous flips on
social issues, Doge Reagan sees it as a

stances, where he
says, “I took all my
geopolitical education from Hearts
of Iron 4: The New
Order mod.” This
radically different
view of foreign policy has given him a
far more open picture on problems
such as world hunger, climate change,
war, civil conflicts and corruption:
“According to this chart, we can solve
this international dispute if we pump
a couple million bucks into it.”

There are a variety of candidates on the ballot for the upcoming elections
Photo by Adam Fleischer

Doge Reagan’s maverick ideas
and takes on how to fix America’s
problems and to make the country far
more just and stronger make him a

refreshing option for American voters
in this November’s mid-term elections, and I, for one, will be putting
my vote in for him.
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It's great to get away, but we need to consider ethics too
Marifé Entenza-Sierra

Staff Writer
_________________________
From Marco Polo to Ibn Battuta
to Lewis and Clark to Peter Santenello,
people have always sought out travels that amaze, perplex, educate and
enlighten them. Throughout the centuries, however, this notion of travel
has evolved alongside the creation
and destruction of civilizations. As
we shift out of the COVID-19 pandemic and into our most globalized
potential, travel has never been more
contested. Thus, what are the rules for
being an ethical traveler? What are
the ways in which one may make the
most effective change to the largest
amount of people while also being a
mere traveler? Throughout the years,
I have continuously wondered why
people travel in the first place. Are
people seeking out thrills and marvels
they wouldn’t experience otherwise?
This answer might be obvious in some
cases, but from cruises to pilgrimages, traveling and its motivation may
look extremely different depending
on the individual. However, these
narratives remain centered on the
travelers’ experience rather than the
locals’ actual livelihoods. This could

merely be a symptom of capitalism’s
ever-expanding markets, transforming travel into some type of escapist
entertainment. These roots may be
great conversation starters; however,
I would like to suggest the idea of a
symbiotic tourist and local relationship. In other words, how may we
develop a thoughtful and mutually
beneficial relationship between travelers and locals? Is that even possible?
Is travel attainable without exploiting
some individuals along the way?
As we attempt to separate ourselves from participating in mass
tourism, we must seek out regions
that are less frequently traveled, utilize public transport, contribute to
local businesses, preside in hostels
and locally-owned residences and
educate ourselves beforehand on the
particular nuances of the region in
which we reside. If the opportunity
arises, we should also consider participating in homestay tourism, in which
one works on a property in exchange
for room and board. In doing so, individuals continue acknowledging their
naivety as a traveler and learn to better respect foreign communities. At
the end of the day, the purpose of an
ethical tourist is to investigate more

effective and ethical ways to travel
while passively aiding and respecting
local communities.

With COVID restrictions being lifted around the world, more people are beginning to travel
Photo by Katie Võ

The difference between leftists and liberals
Sophia Lewis

Staff Writer
_________________________
It may be a result of my personal political consciousness journey,
but more and more it seems that
people from both American political
poles are referring to politicians in
the Democratic party as “leftists.” Day
after day I hear folks complaining
about “leftism” taking over America
and about the Democratic party
becoming occupied by “radicals.” To
this, I ask, where are these supposedly leftist policies? Is it a free college
education? Is it a $15/hour minimum
wage? Is it gun control?
While it’s clear that these policies are not right-leaning ideas, can
they really be called “left”? For far too
many Americans, “left” and “liberal”
are one and the same, but it is becoming increasingly important to draw a
distinction between these two concepts, as they are much more different
than one might think. According to
the average Tucker Carlson tangent,
the more disagreeable an idea is, the
more leftist it is. Ask any true communist (like myself) and they will
happily jump on the opportunity to

tell you why “leftist” and “liberal” are

military in general, believing the U.S.

not interchangeable terms. So let’s
discuss.
The simplest distinction between
liberals and leftists is that liberals
support capitalism and want to make
changes within it, while leftists vouch
for an alternative economic system
entirely. For example: where a liberal would theoretically support the
inclusion of gay people into the U.S.
military, a leftist might oppose the

military to be a harbinger of death and
therefore deplorable no matter which
marginalized groups are represented
in its ranks. Where a liberal would
support laws heavily limiting civilian
gun ownership, a leftist might support
the arming of the masses, and particularly of the marginalized groups
of society, because the disarming of
those groups has historically allowed
for violent government suppression.

It is helpful to consider the idea

is acceptable in American political dis-

of reform versus revolution; a liberal believes that the system is overall
redeemable if it is reformed through
laws and social change, while a leftist believes that the system itself is
the problem and only a revolutionary
restructuring of that system would
truly do any good. This is why the idea
of, for example, a $15/hour minimum
wage is not a leftist idea; a leftist
view would be the idea that waged
labor itself is a capitalistic concept
with inherent flaws that cannot be
accounted for by simply raising the
minimum wage.
The United States has a welldocumented history of actively suppressing leftist beliefs and raising up
capitalist rhetoric, due to the Red
Scare brought on by the Cold War.
This history has created a culture of
anti-communism in the U.S. that does
not exist in the same way in other
countries, and this is why ideas like
single-payer healthcare and affordable higher education are much more
accepted in other parts of the world.
Some of these ideas are considered
With election season around the corner, political ads can be seen all over campus and radical in the U.S., which vastly
Appleton decreases the political spectrum that

course. This concept of the acceptable
political spectrum is known as the
Overton Window, and it can look very
different for different cultures. The
Overton Window is the reason why
“leftist” and “liberal” ideologies are
lumped together in the U.S. in the first
place; true leftism (i.e., anti-capitalism) is so far outside of the American
Overton Window that Americans are
hardly ever taught about it except as a
fringe set of beliefs.
It is vital that, when engaging in
political discourse, one has an understanding of the full political spectrum
in order to have a proper conversation. I know I personally have had
countless conversations with people
about my own incredibly left-leaning
politics where they argue with me as if
I am a liberal, simply because they are
not aware of beliefs more left-leaning
than liberalism. Leftism and liberalism are two mightily different things,
and I heavily encourage anyone who
is going to enter a political conversation to know the difference between
the two and know what each ideology
really stands for.

Photo by Adam Fleischer
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“BLT with avocado.”
— Ella Dorsey
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